EDITOR’S SPEAK

How many times have we been unbelievably inspired and admired the way people are or their creative expressions and went ga-ga about it? And how many times have we been equally vocal about our own creation, which we believe is one of the best? Not considering a fool’s notion of self appreciation - it being genuinely great after overcoming all the flaws in its creation. Somehow the latter takes a back seat, reasons being anything from society or the world’s judgment on our judgment and hence the appreciation.

We are our greater source of inspiration, and hence the appreciation. We understand that most of the time inspired, is not harder then to offer – our appreciation, unapologetic works and when it matters is that self acknowledgment and appreciation is as important as it is used for others. Our inspirations are fetched from our own creations, our lack of our courage to stand by it and so on.

Boasting one’s achievement is different from acknowledging and expressing self-admiration. When the world doesn’t mind being inspired by individual appreciation then why cannot a person claim his own greatness? The answer to this lies with us – mostly unacknowledged and seldom answered. In the end, more than anything else it is the conviction with the right judgment of the creator on his/her own work that makes it what it is. The creator is the carrier of his creation; he is the source of his creation.

The greatness of a creation is self explanatory irrespective of its popularity, then one would question- why blow one’s own trumpet? It’s not about that but the fact of the matter is that self acknowledgment and appreciation is as important as it is used for others. Our inspirations are fetched from one of the most original and unapologetic works and when it deserves what each one of us has to offer – our appreciation, acknowledgment (because we are inspired), is not harder then to understand that most of the time we are our greater source of inspiration and hence the appreciation.

All said and done, in the end only we are our only saviors.
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WORLD OF WRAPS

Welcome to the World of Wraps where you can stuff in some of the best wraps at an affordable price. Tanvi Malhotra finds more about them.

Just 4 months old, World of Wraps (WOW as they call it), off Carter Road, offers a list of wraps in veg and non-veg. When it comes to vegetarian you have Veg Express which includes – fresh sautéed zucchini, red and green peppers in olive oil with tomato salsa in a spinach tortilla.

Then you have something called as Taj Mahal, a monument of spicy blend of fresh curried potato, carrots, peas and cabbage. But what you should try is Mini Beany and Cheesy. It’s a perfect and light appetizer with beans, melted cheese and mashed potatoes in a crunchy plain tortilla. All priced between Rs.60 to Rs.70.

Moving over to non-veg, Lebanese Chicken Shawarma (made of Lebanese roasted chicken with garlic cream, tahina and pickle in plain tortilla) and Chicken Caesar (Grilled chicken breast, Italian seasoning, cheese, and croutons, tossed in Caesar dressing in plain tortilla) are the most liked wraps; both priced between Rs. 70 to Rs. 89.

“I tried the Shanghai Club Wrap which had grilled chicken and schezwan sauce and it was delicious,” says Faraz Ansari who found the food very fresh.

Other than the names mentioned in the menu, WOW comes up with a special menu each day. There are French fries, curly fried which are ordered the most priced at Rs. 40, chilly curly fries (for those who love spicy food) at Rs. 44 and chips and salsa priced at Rs. 54.

Deserts and sippers complete your meal. Try out Cappuccino and Cafe Mocha both of them are simply amazing and available for Rs.44 and Rs. 55. If you love having something in iced coffee then go for Chocolate Blast and Swiss Chocolate Frappe both priced at Rs. 55.

In iced tea you have lemon, blackberry and peach. But Lemon tea is one that you will enjoy the most and is available at just Rs. 35.

“The best part about WOW is the ambience. You can sit comfortably on the sofa right in the corner,” said Farah Khan.

The walls are coloured in bright shades with huge animated designs. The tables though being small in size are very comfortable. As soon as you enter, you will first come across the deserts counter. Looking at the mouth watering deserts you will feel to place that as your order. But I would suggest you to start with a wrap, because as they say, ‘Good things should be kept for last’.

So what are you waiting for, just go and grab one of your favourite wrap.
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